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ABOUT THE PLAY

SYNOPSIS
Euripides’ genre-defying classic has been
hacked, warped and chopped – rebooted for the
electronic age. Orestes, “the poet laureate of the
internet!” is blurred and bleeding across
YouTube, Snapchat, Instagram, Twitter and
Tiktok. His unimaginable crime of matricide is
stuck on autoplay. De-platformed, disconnected,
stranded in the silence of the real, he must claw
his way back online and survive there by any
means necessary.
Originally slated to begin our 2020/21 Season
Orestes has been completely re-imagined as a
digital presentation.

ABOUT THE PLAYWRIGHT
For Tarragon: (as actor) Enemy of
the People, The Small Room at the
Top of the Stairs, Moliere, John and
Beatrice, Within The Glass, Rune
Arlidge; (as writer) Mimi: or A
Poisoner’s Comedy (written with
Melody Johnson and Alan Cole):
(as director) Miss Caledonia (Codirected with Aaron Willis)
Select theatre: Prince Hamlet
(WhyNot Theatre), Waiting for
Godot, Accidental Death of an
Anarchist, Animal Farm,
(Soulpepper), Zastrozzi (Stratford
Festival) As a playwright: Fish/Wife,
Kite, Gladstone Variations. As a
director: Midsummer Night’s Dream
(Soulpepper), Person of Interest
Selected Film and TV: North of
Albany, All My Puny Sorrows, Frankie
Drake (CBC), Fortunate Son (CBC),
This Life (CBC), Far Cry 6 (Ubisoft,
video game), Jack (CBC) Awards:
won an Actor Award and a CSA
award for his portrayal of Jack
Layton in the CBC movie Jack.
Graduate of the National Theatre
School of Canada

PLAYWRIGHTS NOTE
I demand so much of my screen. Sex, news, love, conversation,
shopping. I’m addicted to my phone. And through the attention I
lavish on it, a new someone emerges online, at least as real as the
embodied me. Me and not me. A kind of ghost that shadows me,
demands things of me, even on the bus or in the grocery store. I/not I
takes form in the still-forming space of online, a space of whispers
and shouts, intimate and vast at the same time. A spiritual space.
In the original Orestes, there is a presence that stalks the shadows and
emerges as Apollo at the end. Some demonic, god-like hybrid. I feel
the same way about the internet. The perfect place for Greek tragedy.
The rules kept changing as we put this together. I am so grateful that I
got to gather (virtually) with the talented people who made this show.
Working without any sort of net. None of us knew what we were
saying “yes” to. When COVID took our spaces away, we made a space
in here

Rick Roberts
Recommends

Click here

- The Shallows: What the
Internet is Doing to our Brains
-The Age of Surveillance
Capitalism
- The End of Absence
- Harvest Moon - Neil Young
- Helpless - Crosby, Stills and
Nash
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Story of Orestes

1

Click here

Let's Talk About Myths Baby
An awesome Greek myths podcast
that helps audiences get a better
handle on the stories behind the
Orestes tale.

2
The Oresteia - Classics
Summarized
A fun YouTube video that
summarizes the story of
Orestes to immerse yourself in
the plot and characters of the
play.

3
Euripides Translations of
Orestes
We super recommend
engaging with one or
more translations of
Euripides' Orestes before
coming.

Previously on
The Oresteia...

Identity and the Internet

1
What obligations do social
media platforms have to the
greater good?
Eli Pariser, a renowned technologist,
talks about thinking about platforms
as spaces and about what a large
group of people behave like in online
spaces.

2
How Social Media Shapes our
Identity
A New Yorker article looking at The
End of Forgetting by Kate Eicchorn
and how the constancy of memories
are impacting our self-identity through
social media.

Identity and the Internet

3
Identity and Cancellation
A blog post from the Psychology of
Technology Institute about cancel
culture and online identity creation.

4
Cancel Culture, YouTube, and
Our Summer Plans
An episode of Teenager Therapy
that looks at cancel culture
(specifically in regards to
YouTuber James Charles).

Conversation Starters
Pre-Show
What does it mean to make a show online? How
do you think this will be different from seeing a
play at Tarragon's theatre?

During the play you'll be invited to participate
through a chat bar and by choosing what
characters to follow in and out of scenes. How
will you determine who to follow and when ? Why
would these elements be in place?

When we visit a theatre the space is set up for
focus and to immerse us in a story (lights going
dim, pre-show music, turning off our cell phones).
How can we set up our online/at home spaces to
be conducive to focusing on this experience ?

- For that last question we highly encourage audiences to watch
the show in headphones (this is also to get the full experience of
our great sound design by Thomas Ryder Payne) and that they turn
notifications off on the screen they're watching it from.

Conversation Starters
Post Show
Would you follow the Orestes story IRL ?
Why or why not?

Are you team #OrestesArmy or #Menelaus4Prez?

Orestes got “cancelled” or “banished” from the
internet. Should we cancel/banish people
online? Why or why not ?

Electra says - “Should I have brought my brother
back here?” when talking about Orestes’ return
to the online world. What do you think ? Was
bringing Orestes back online a good idea ?

What was the actual epicentre / source of this
family’s struggles ? If you could time travel to pull
on / reverse one of the strings of this story which
one would you choose ?

Is the chorus’ admiration of Orestes a source for
good or bad in this world?

